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Fas Cold

Fas

Cold

The unmistakable Fas spiral
line specially designed for
vending machine operators.
The Fas Cold line meets all market requirements
with its wide range and numerous setups. Be inspired by the different combinations and choose the
vending machine that best suits your needs.

3 Dimensions

Depending on individual needs,
it is possible to choose between
3 different sizes: 750, 900 and 1050 mm

4 Setups

Choose the one that best
suits your location

750mm
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Line

1050mm
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Fas Cold

Connectivity
Touch Technology

With the possibility of customisable
slideshows and media

Fas Cloud+

The platform for the complete control
of your vending machines

The entire Fas Cold line is equipped with touch

Fas vending machines, thanks to their advanced technology, can be easily connected to

screen technology that makes the machines easy

Fas Cloud+, which allows a complete remote control of the machines with a significant

and intuitive to use for both the end user and the

reduction in operating costs.

technician, facilitated by the iconographic menu
during programming. The entire Cold Fas line can
be connected to the network via Wi-Fi or an
internet dongle.

Wide viewing
angle

Customisable
slideshow

Icon
programming

The technology used allows

Possibility to display slideshows

Icon programming

a wide viewing angle

or promotional videos on the

simplifies the operation of

even in sunlight.

stand-by screen as well

the machine, making everything

as during dispensing.

extremely intuitive.

Main Functions:
• Control for machine groups

• Software and firmware updates

• Alarm and malfunction notifications

• Cash flow control

• Error reset

• Product underwriting notice

• Updating prices and promotions

• Geolocation

• Remote dispensing

• Remote machine restart

Digital payment systems
Satispay

Integrated Wi-Fi
The Wi-Fi 2.0 connection ensures a stable connection to the internet network for managing all dedicated online services. The connection can be established via DONGLE
internet key as well.

PayPall

Thanks to partnerships with Satispay and PayPal, Fas vending machines integrate 2
digital payment systems as standard into their software, without the need to install
additional hardware inside the machine.

Fas Cold

Hardware
CO2 Refrigeration unit
The use of CO2 in the Fas refrigeration unit ensures the lowest possible environmental impact
(GWP=1), as well as being completely safe as it is not a flammable gas. In addition, the refrigeration unit is controlled by an inverter that guarantees reduced energy consumption.

Fas has implemented this refrigeration system on its entire range, allowing
backward compatibility with models produced from 2004 onwards.

For more information

Watch the video

The patented system that allows quick
reconfiguration of drawers
The patented Fas quick repositioning system makes it much easier to change the configuration of the
vending machine without the need to use tools and speeds up the whole operation.

Slide

Slide

IN OUT

Quick extraction of the
refrigeration unit

1Release

Open the flaps at both ends of
EasyClick to remove the bar.

2Move

3Lock

position for your new confi-

line to the body of the machine

guration by moving EasyClick

and that's it!

Choose the most suitable

Close the flaps to secure the

The entire Fas refrigeration unit is
located in the lower part of the vending
machine and is easy to remove, so as to
significantly speed up routine maintenance operations.

inch by inch.

For more information

Watch the video

For more information

Watch the video

Fas Cold

Pre Cooling Area
Large product pre-cooling area.
A large quantity of products (such as cans and bottles)
can be placed in this stock area so that, when next

Drawer
Display
They increase visibility,
increasing the sales volume

Advantages
Programmable: a few easy steps
to change product prices;

•

loaded, they are already at the ideal temperature.

Lateral
Air circulation
The Fas patented lateral air circulation allows an optimal
distribution of the cold air inside the cabinet, preventing
condensation on the window.

Possibility to display custom promotions
and prices dynamically, drawing attention

•

to specific products;
Possibility to change prices
and configure new promotions
remotely with Fas Cloud+.

•

Foamed
Cabinet
Since the early 1980s, the insulation of Fas
vending machines is composed of polyurethane
foam that drastically reduces heat loss, to ensure
maximum energy efficiency.

Fas Cold

Fas

750

Setups
Specifications

each drawer, compact dimensions and
available in 2 heights: 170 (750 Business)
and 183 mm (750 Advanced e Excellence).

750 Advanced

750 Excellence

Up to 36

Up to 42

Up to 42

7’’

7’’

7’’

Collection pocket

Standard

Standard

Maggiorata

Aesthetic finishes

Anodized grey and black

Anodized grey and black

Anodized grey and black

Minimum temperature

+3°

+3°

+3°

Burglar protection profiles

No

No

No

1700x750x790

1830x750x790

1830x750x790

Footprint with the door open (mm)

1470

1470

1470

Weight (kg)

230

236

236

MDB - Executive - BDV

MDB - Executive - BDV

MDB - Executive - BDV

230/50-60

230/50-60

230/50-60

Tablet

Dimensions (mm)

Protocol
Alimentación V/Hz
Energy class*

A
G

D

900

maximum capacity of 6 selections for

750 Business

Additional

Fas

Automatic vending machines with a

A
G

D

A
G

D

Setups
Specifications

up to a maximum of 56 selections in
total. Available in Advanced, Excellence
and Pro setups.

900 Excellence

900 Pro

Up to 56

Up to 56

Up to 56

7’’

7’’

10.1’’

Collection pocket

Standard

Maggiorata

Maggiorata

Aesthetic finishes

Anodized grey and black

Anodized grey and black

Graphite grey and black

Minimum temperature

+3°

+3°

+3°

Burglar protection profiles

No

No

yes

1830x900x790

1830x900x790

1830x910x790

Footprint with the door open (mm)

1660

1660

1660

Weight (kg)

265

274

274

MDB - Executive - BDV

MDB - Executive - BDV

MDB - Executive - BDV

230/50-60

230/50-60

230/50-60

Tablet

Dimensions (mm)

Protocol
Alimentación V/Hz
Energy class*

A
G

C

1050

capacity of 8 selections for each drawer,

900 Advanced

Additional

Fas

Automatic vending machine with a

A
G

D

A
G

D

Setups
Specifications

Automatic vending machine with 10
selections for each drawer, up to a
maximum of 70 selections in total.
Available in Advanced, Excellence and
Pro setups.

1050 Advanced

1050 Excellence

1050 Pro

Up to 70

Up to 70

Up to 70

7’’

7’’

10.1’’

Collection pocket

Standard

Maggiorata

Maggiorata

Aesthetic finishes

Anodized grey and black

Anodized grey and black

Graphite grey and black

Minimum temperature

+3°

+3°

+3°

Burglar protection profiles

No

No

yes

1830x1050x790

1830x1050x790

1830x1060x790

Footprint with the door open (mm)

1810

1810

1810

Weight (kg)

324

340

340

MDB - Executive - BDV

MDB - Executive - BDV

MDB - Executive - BDV

230/50-60

230/50-60

230/50-60

Additional
Tablet

Dimensions (mm)

Protocol
Alimentación V/Hz
Energy class*

A
G

C

A
G

D

A
G

D

*Energy classes may vary depending on the configuration of the vending machine.

Fas Cold

Accessories
HCB Drawer
Available for models 900 and 1050 in all their configurations, the HCB (Hight Capacity Bottles) drawer increases
the load capacity of a single drawer for bottles or cans,
increasing it by +50% and +70% respectively compared to
a standard drawer (percentages relative to model 1050).

Pusher LT
Depending on the products, each individual selection
can be equipped with a pusher instead of a spiral.

Sandwich Drawer
Special drawer for the dispensing of sandwiches (or milk
bottles), whose format requires higher side-panels,
product support and specific width selections.

Baguette Drawer
Drawer with vertically positioned double spirals that can
optimally dispense baguettes and other products with a
narrow and elongated format.
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The images and illustrations in this catalogue are indicative. Fas points out that the data and performance may vary without notice.

